CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT POLICY

Air India Limited, covering all its Airline Operating Permits, subsidiaries and Strategic Business Units, as a part of its corporate social responsibilities, is committed to address all environment issues with particular regard to preserving and protecting the environment. Air India, through its "Environment Management System", will abide by all applicable laws and regulations and continually improve environment management practices and exceed the requirements by periodically reviewing our policy and improving our environmental related performance.

Air India is committed to implement Green Initiative measures through effective implementation of programme that:

- reduce carbon emission, reduce noise and other pollution, reduce fuel consumption, reduce consumption of natural resources.

- Provide sufficient resources to meet environmental objectives by continual measuring, monitoring, reporting and improving upon environmental performance.

- Set performance targets wherein objectives are achieved through training and the implementation of work instructions and practices.

Air India’s goal is to be an organization whose practices make it one of the most environmentally sensitive company in the aviation industry through an approach that safeguards and enhances the quality of life of its employees, customers and protects the environment.
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